MEMORANDUM
TO:
CC:
FROM:

Transportation Commission
Shoshana Lew, CDOT Executive Director Herman Stockinger, Deputy
Executive Director; John Lorme, Division of Maintenance & Operations Director
Bob Fifer, Deputy Director of Operations

DATE:

March 2022

SUBJECT:

CDOT’s ITS Fiber Program

Purpose
To provide background information on CDOT’s ITS Fiber Program, how and why we use fiber, and the
relationship between fiber and broadband.
Action
No action at this time, this memo is Informational only.
Background
For over 25 years, CDOT has been installing fiber optics to improve highway operations, situational
awareness, and safety. CDOT fiber cabling is installed along more than 1,600 miles of state maintained
highways for improving system reliability and user safety. As vehicle volumes rapidly increase, it is
important that CDOT leverage fiber optic technology to monitor, detect, and respond to on highway
emergencies (incidents, natural disasters and weather events). The earlier incidents are detected,
responded to, and mitigated, the lesser the effects on network dependability, reduced
economic/environmental impacts, and can potentially reduce injuries and save lives.
In 1997, the Colorado Assembly passed Colorado Revised Statutes (“C.R.S”) Section 43-1201(1-5);
which enable CDOT to enter into public private partnership (P3s) for access to CDOT’s rights of way
for the installation of telecommunication fiber optic cabling. This Statute has enabled CDOT to
receive over 700 miles of fiber at zero taxpayer dollars, valued at over $80M of assets.
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been unprecedented demand on broadband.
This ongoing demand for broadband (also known as the high-speed internet) have affected both
private and public sector who are struggling to meet this growing demand.
Per Pew Research: “90% of Americans say the internet has been essential or important to
them, many made video calls and 40% used technology in new ways. But while tech was a
lifeline for some, others faced struggles”.
Since CDOT is the state’s primary infrastructure builder, many look to CDOT to expand our fiber
backbone into communities that are lacking high-speed internet. Where our traditional highways were
once the most important means to transport good and services, fiber has become the digital highway
(infrastructure). Both public and private industry are looking to the DOTs to help solve access to fiber
infrastructure, connecting communities as they traditionally once looked to DOTs to connect
communities.
In this informational presentation, we will explain the difference between the fiber infrastructure and
broadband, how CDOT uses, maintains, and operates its fiber network, leverages P3s and lease excess
fiber programs.

Next Steps
None at this time.
Point of Contact
Bob Fifer, Deputy Director of Operations
Bob.fifer@state.co.us
720.323.0674
CDOT’s Current Fiber Map (2021)

Fiber and Broadband Brief
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What is Fiber
• Fiber optic cables are created from thin strands of glass known as optical fibers, and when we say
thin, we mean thin.
• Fiber optic cables use light, rather than electricity for communications.
• The light travels through the cable at incredible speeds without
leaking. The cable’s structure keeps the light inside the conduit.
• Don’t let it’s size fool you, though!
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HOW IS Fiber INSTALLED
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What is Broadband
Broadband
Broadband is a type of internet service that provides highspeed internet to its service. The broadband is capable of

wide bandwidth type transmission that transports multiple
signals.
The medium used by the broadband is optical fiber, coaxial cable, twisted pair
(“copper”) and radio. The broadband provided over fiber is comparatively
faster than mediums used to deliver broadband, and the connection is
reliable.

Why is Broadband the buzz?

2009 @ 1Tbps = 8.97 min
2014 @ 43Tbps = 12.52 sec.
TODAY @ 10.16Pbps = 0.5299 sec.

Dark Fiber and Broadband Providers
• Today, the term “dark fiber” is used to discuss the evergrowing, popular procedure of leasing out fiber optic
cables to a network or service provider.
• It is also fiber infrastructure that isn’t owned by network or
service providers.

• Broadband Service Provider, (aka Internet) telephone
company, cable company or other carrier that offers highspeed communications to homes and businesses, typically
for Internet access
• Because fiber is reliable and have the capabilities for high
speeds and larger capacity; Providers either have lease or
build fiber; or as a last resort, lease a circuit, to provide
internet services to a community.

Why does CDOT Own Fiber
• The CDOT uses fiber optic infrastructure to provide a fast, reliable and adaptable means for communications
with highway technology and data transmission.
• Fiber optics cabling is part of CDOT’s intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and is key to our Smart
Mobility Plan. It is the foundation for traffic monitoring, real-time communication to traveling public, and
emerging vehicle communication technologies.
• CDOT’s Fiber provides communications between multiple CDOT Maintenance Facilities and CDOT’s
Intelligent Transportation Center located in Golden Colorado.
• CDOT already has fiber optic conduit along most major Interstates and US Highways.
• CDOT ever expanding fiber optic backbone means connectivity along major corridors, in turn makes our
highways safer and smarter while offering the potential for partners to help make Colorado a better place to
live and do business.
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Fiber Dashboard

Expansion Rate*

Fiber Valuation**

~700 miles

~$296M+

2,356

Fiber Structures

~1,600

~8,000

~135k fiber strand miles

(~40%)

Annual Emergencies
& Damages Requests

Current Fiber Miles

Annual
Locate Requests

P3 Agreements

Current FTEs

54,005

77

2 Maintenance FTEs
3 Contracting &
Administration FTEs

*Expansion Rate: Within 3 years added 700 miles of fiber (85,200 strand miles) through public private partnerships with zero State dollars.
**Fiber Valuation: 1,600 mile x $35 per foot to rebuild or if leased 135,000 fiber strand miles x $2,650 = ~$358M
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Fiber DASHBOARD

Dark Fiber
Leases

Fiber Lease Fees
Sharp increase in
demand in the last 12
months; forecast 80%
increase annually

3%

ITS Maintenance
Funding

~$1.4M Annually

9%

Has not increase in the
last 5 years

Fiber Growth

40%

Over 3 years
Increase in demand
in partnerships

Fiber Funding
The ITS Asset Management budget fluctuates every cycle through the TAM process.
The uncertainty of funding impacts the stability of the core ITS infrastructure to protect, maintain and repair in a timely manner.

ITS ASSET MANAGEMENT BUDGET AVERAGE

ITS CAPITAL BUDGET AVERAGE

Fiber Maintenance,
$1.41 , 9%
Network
Maintenance,
$1.40 , 9%

ITS Fiber,
$5.00 , 50%

ITS Devices & Infastructure,
$4.60 , 46%

Maintenance Salaries,
$2.20 , 15%

General ITS
Maintenance,
$3.40 , 23%

W/O and Staff Augment, $6.60 ,
44%

ITS Network,
$0.40 , 4%

Fiber P3 Process

Maintain Partnership
FMT Reviewed
Unsolicited proposals are
presented, reviewed, approved or
reject based on value to CDOT

Contract Negotiations
Master Service Agreement
and initial scope of work

Goal

Maintain terms and conditions;
invoicing; renewal. Max 20-year
agreements.

Initial contact

Partner Implements

Discussion of process and
unsolicited proposal
received

Partner tightens any loose end on
their side to deploy fiber/network;
including funding; implements
project

Questions
John Lorme, Director of DMO
John.lorme@state.co.us
303.512.5218
Bob Fifer, Deputy Director of
Operations
Bob.fifer@state.co.us
720.323.0674

Bob Fifer, Deputy Director of
Operations
Bob.fifer@state.co.us
720.323.0674

